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Editorial.
With the onset of more Lotus-friendly weather one would think that we would all be meeting-up and heading
out to enjoy our cars and one another’s company, however the first organised (driving) event of the year has
been cancelled due to a lack of interest! Not a very good show for a car club, but I’m sure there were valid
reasons. I for one would far rather have been out in the Elise than doing what I was doing, and perhaps
being close to Easter there were a few people away on holiday. Thanks must go to Jon & Michelle for
organising the run though, and hopefully all their hard work in planning this can be put on the back-burner
and put to good use later in the year.
Forward to
Eighteen members attended the AGM, in addition to the seven Committee members, which equates to close
to 50% of the membership in total, and four or five people had let me know beforehand that they would be
away at that time. Minutes will be circulated in due course, but the headlines are that the proposed Code of
Practice for administration of the Group was approved with a detail adjustment, and Richard L suggested
that a register of specialised tools that members hold is created. This was well received, many of us will have
tools that we’ve invested in for one job and never touched again, so if we know who’s got what, and they’re
happy to lend them, that would be beneficial to all. It should certainly save some costs, and probably the
bruised knuckles that we’ve all experienced when trying to improvise with the wrong tool!
The wording to the Code will be revised to the effect that additional members can be added to the Committee
if and when necessary. I’ll get that re-drafted and issued with the next newsletter.
A number of members enjoyed an evening at Quaife Engineering last week. The intricacies of the interior of
a gearbox have always amazed me, but to work out how a machine can make the complex parts is even
more astonishing. Hopefully, a full report on that visit next month.
One forthcoming event on the calendar is the Brooklands breakfast meeting. I aim to get there in time for
breakfast, but this involves leaving home at about 6:30 on a Sunday morning! If anybody else wants to join
me please get in touch, and if others wish to meet at a more respectable time and so arrive at Brooklands
together, again, please let me know and I’ll coordinate something.
Finally, we again have contributions from Vaughn and Richard L this month. My thanks as ever to them for
these. Don’t let them monopolise your newsletter though, if you can offer anything that you think may be of
interest to the Membership please let me have it, I’m always desperate happy to received items for the
newsletter.
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Who Would Have Thought It!
Looking back at one of the old NKLG newsletters I came across the one where it reported the 20 year
NKLG celebration meal, held in August 2014 at the London Golf Club - Henry Cooper Room and where
John F had also included a photo of Henry Cooper’s portrait.
This led me to recall that I once owned, back in the 1960’s, an Austin Healey Frog Eye Sprite ( VYN 337 )
which was previously owned by another sporting celebrity and in this instance it was George Cooper who
was the identical twin brother of the above Henry Cooper, the rather more famous boxer of the two.
Although his name was George he fought under the name Jim Cooper as there was already an un-related
boxer by the same name. Unlike Henry, George was a little less successful in his boxing career.

The Cooper Brothers with a Friend ?
In the picture above, I think George is on the left but I could be wrong, all very interesting but unfortunately
nothing to do with Lotus.
When I purchased my Elise 111s back in December 2007, the service book that came with it showed that
the car was supplied directly by Lotus to the first owner a Mrs Clarkson, but who was she?
I have been told that it would be unusual for the Lotus factory to supply a customer direct and would
normally arrange delivery via their local dealer (Stratton Motor Co – Norfolk ), except for special customers
- interesting.
Twice I have attempted to find out from the Lotus factory if my car had belonged to the “Top Gear” Mrs
Clarkson as I had been told Jeremy once owned an Elise 111s but all my contacts thought that his car was
Blue whereas mine is Quartz. I was also told that there was a Mr Clarkson working in Lotus factory sales at
the time and it could have been his wife’s car, all of which just made things more confusing.
Now a photo copy of an early registration document for my Elise, AO02 SZX (a Norfolk registration
Number) has come to light amongst some old papers and the first owners address was shown as : Mrs Frances Clarkson with an address in Chipping Norton and a registration date of 20 July 2002.

Now searching the internet for Jeremy’s wife, I discovered her name was “Frances” so that tied up nicely.
Another internet entry showed that Mr and Mrs Jeremy Clarkson live in – Guess where – “Yes” you are
right, the address shown in Chipping Norton. Yet another convincing bit of evidence.
So, it seems from all the evidence above that prior to my ownership my Elise was (A) owned by the real
Mrs Jeremy Clarkson or (B) they had two, which judging from the photo below, I cannot believe Jeremy
would ever be comfortable driving an Elise, so that second car is very unlikely, so even more proof that
they only had one – mine?

Jeremy and Frances Clarkson
Now the Question is, does this evidence make my Elise MORE or LESS valuable?????
Vaughn

”Double, double, toil and trouble. Fire burn and cauldron bubble “
You may think that reference to the “Scottish Play” a bit odd but the words just seem very apt in terms of
my recent restoration activities! As you will read below, there has been plenty of toil and trouble but
thankfully none insurmountable (default: take it to the experts or replace with new!).
The new (black powder coated) original Lotus chassis is on order. So, my main focus has been on those
items required to build it up to a rolling chassis once it arrives. Further strip down of some parts into their
component elements was required in order to establish which could be restored (cf. replaced) and to start
the actual restoration work itself. With Left and Right, Front and Rear parts, it really did multiply to “Double,
double, toil and trouble”. However, I bottled out of dismantling the rear alloy bearing housings myself
fearing, without the right equipment and skill, they might crack - they are very expensive to replace! So I
sent them to Spyder Cars to have the bearings replaced and to bead blast the damper tubes and housings
at the same time. The trip to pick them up 10 days later proved well worth the effort. They have a number
of Elans in various stages of rebuild and the quality of work looked really good – even the “missus” gave
the thumbs up! Since then, I have made a few finishing touches to them of my own (both before dispatch
and as of now, below) :

To aid cleaning and restoration, I have resorted to
various “cauldrons”: paraffin (old pedal bin full for
large and particularly greasy items such as wheel
hubs and vertical links); No Nonsense Heavy Duty
De-greaser (for smaller oily parts and for final
cleaning); Vinegar for lightly rusted smaller parts;
Hammerite Rust Remover Dip for badly rusted
parts. For the latter it took about 4 days elapsed
time with once a day wire brushing to remove all
the rust but thankfully it worked in the end.

Restoration (cf. replacement) of parts has not only been driven by cost but also the desire to avoid a type
of “Trigger’s Broom” i.e. 2017 with 1968 body. Cost of some parts e.g. steering arms (see before and after
above), vertical links and handbrake clamps (see below) seem out of proportion to their design and
therefore worthy of “double toil and trouble”.
Nevertheless I have sent some parts (e.g. wishbones; knock on hubs; vertical links) for professional bead
blasting, in the hopes they will look as good as new and at much lower cost than replacement.

Whilst as you will read later, other areas also
proved problematic, the most difficult was the
removal of Trunnion link bolts from the lower
wishbones. For this, I finally resorted to some
“Fire burn”. Well, to be truthful, the angle grinder
but as you can see it did produce the appearance
of fire! Whilst this enabled me to recover the two
wishbones, further inspection revealed one to be
slightly bent and will now be replaced. The final
restoration tally on front wishbones is 6 out of 8
(assuming they come back from bead blaster
okay).

Rear Brakes: The picture shows the dire state of the rear brake callipers (the front ones are not much
better!). Taking no risks on the braking system, I will be replacing the whole system with the exception of
the handbrake clamps with either new or professionally reconditioned parts. As mentioned before, the
cost of handbrake clamps is relatively high. So the first challenge was how to dismantle them. It looked
simple at first, just a few pivot and eyebolt pins to remove. But the tightness of fit coupled with
accumulated rust provided quite a challenge. LotusElan.net to the rescue: whilst not providing an explicit
solution to the problem, it did provide a start point. At first, the rusty dirty pivot pins looked screwed in
with Allen key heads. Not so, they are push fitted but with a threaded top recess. So I screwed a small
bolt with two nuts already attached into the end of the pin. Using a second spanner as a spacer and
turning the lower nut, the pivot pin pulled out.
I am now working on restoring other bits and pieces. No, the final picture is not a witch’s potion or a new
cocktail with sharing straws but two torque rods in rust remover.

CHEERS everyone! Richard L.

